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Winter has arrived in Pagosa Country! The past several winters produced lower snow totals than
average; the beginning of 2019 has reminded us what living in the Colorado Mountains is all
about.

Please use the following tips to ensure you remain safe while enjoying the remaining snow
season.

Why shovel snow around fire hydrants?
Shoveling snow away from a fire hydrant during an emergency wastes valuable time. An average
size residence can become engulfed by a fire in two to five minutes. If firefighters must spend
time shoveling out hydrants, they cannot be knocking down a fire while it is small. This increases
damage and costs associated with fire suppression.

Snow removal around fire hydrants
Hydrants need 36 inches of space surrounding them free of snow. A path of at least 60 inches
from the hydrant to the Street should also be cleared of Snow.

Non-visible hydrants
If the hydrant is not visible from the street due to the height of a snow berm, use red spray paint
to mark the location. Paint “HYDRANT” on the snow directly in front of the hydrant at the street
after you have removed the snow surrounding the hydrant.

Snow load on roof
The current snow accumulation on roofs can add thousands of pounds of weight to a structure.
In order to maintain the integrity of a structure, snow should be removed. If your roof does not
shed snow easily, it is a good idea to spend some time manually removing what you safely can.
Concentrate on deep areas, valleys, and areas where ice accumulates.

Other items to remember during the winter
Ensure address markers are visible from the street. If the fire department can’t see an address
marker it will delay assistance. If markers are buried, paint address numeric on snow next to
driveway entrance.

Ensure utility boxes / propane tanks / venting systems are uncovered to allow access and prevent
carbon monoxide buildup.

Ensure residences have two means of egress (back door/windows) cleared of snow.


